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Abstract
We implemented an elastic reverse time migration
based on a coupled system of pure P- and S-wave
particle velocities. The system utilizes finite difference
wavefields for P- and S-wave particle velocity in vertical
and horizontal directions (vpx, vpz, vsx and vsz ), and for
2-D displacement divergence and curl (A and B). In
contrast with the usual elastic imaging conditions that
cross-correlates vertical displacements to obtain the Pwave image and vertical and horizontal displacements
to obtain the converted wave image, we devised P- and
S-wave imaging conditions using the adjoint state
method. The resulting imaging conditions crosscorrelate spatial derivatives of A and B wavefields with
P- and S-wave displacements. The proposed migration
shows a better reflector definition and more balanced
amplitudes than the usual vertical and horizontal
particle displacement cross-correlations.
Pure P- and S-wave finite differences
The elastic RTM migration is based on the pure P- and
S-wave finite difference system of Chen (2014):
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In this system, u and w are the horizontal and vertical
particle displacements while vx and vz are their time
derivatives or particle velocities. However, the system
splits these velocities in their P- and S-wave components
vpx, vpz, vsx and vsz to explicitly evolve them. The
wavefields A and B are the divergence and second curl
component of the vector (u, 0, w). Although not
explicitly addressed by Chen (2014), the P-wave source
fA and S-wave source fB are injected to wavefields A and
B, respectively. Finally, α and β are the P- and S-wave
velocities. Density does not appear explicitly but in
combination with Lamé moduli in both of these
velocities.
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Note: vz=vertical vel, vx=horizontal vel, σxx=normal x stress, σzz=normal z stress, "^" indicates back-propagation and
ASM is adjoint state method. The highlighted equations are the ASM imaging conditions.
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